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Abstract: In drilling construction operations, overflow and leakage have occurred. 

The well intrusion, overflow, wellbore, blowout, and blowout out of control are the 

balance between formation pressure and bottomhole pressure. Several phenomena 

have emerged and the severity of the accident has been increasing. In this paper, 

through the research on the mechanism of overflow leakage, the characteristics and 

laws of overflow leakage are summarized, and the advantages and disadvantages of 

existing monitoring methods are compared and analyzed. The early overflow leakage 

monitoring method using existing ground monitoring equipment is selected. It provides 

a theoretical basis for the design of early overflow leakage monitoring and diagnosis 

system. At the same time, it lays a foundation for the evaluation and optimization of 

early overflow leakage monitoring methods. This makes it possible to avoid the 

occurrence of serious accidents such as blowouts in the early stage of drilling accidents 

and timely treatment, which is of great significance for safe economic drilling. 

 

Keywords: Overflow leakage method optimization, while drilling monitoring, vertical 

pressure sleeve pressure. 

 

1. Introduction 

Well intrusion refers to the phenomenon that the pores in the formation pores or cracks 

(oil, gas, water) infiltrate the drilling fluid in the form of leakage (transparent) when the 

pore pressure in the local layer is greater than the bottom hole pressure. When the 

amount of drilling fluid returned from the wellhead is greater than the pumping amount, 

or the wellhead drilling fluid automatically overflows after the pump is stopped, it is 

overflow. The overflow is further developed, and wells occur when drilling fluids flow 

out of the wellhead. The uncontrolled flow of the local layer fluid into the wellbore and 
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ejected from the turntable surface (wellhead) is more than 2m. A blowout that cannot 

be controlled by a blowout preventer is a blowout out of control. Out of control of 

blowout is a catastrophic accident with serious damage and huge loss in drilling 

engineering. It will not only disrupt the normal production order, damage equipment, 

pollute the oil and gas production layer, cause a lot of financial losses, and may even 

lead to the remnant of the wellbore endangering the lives of personnel. 

 

1.1 Study on the characteristics and laws of gas intrusion 

Gas intrusion is a complex drilling situation that is more common and potentially 

harmful in overflow. The developmental characteristics of gas intrusion determine the 

need to strengthen early detection of gas intrusion. Therefore, it is necessary to study 

the characteristics and laws of gas intrusion, so as to lay the foundation for the 

evaluation and optimization of the overflow monitoring method. 

According to whether gas intrusion contains H2S, the gas intrusion is divided into two 

types: sulfur-containing gas intrusion and sulfur-free gas intrusion. 

(1) Sulfur-free gas intrusion 

Based on the real gas equation, Li Xiangfang et al. obtained the variation law of gas 

expansion along the wellbore by studying the pressure ratio, temperature ratio and 

deviation coefficient of the gas volume during the overflow process along the wellbore 

depth. 

 According to the analysis, 1) when the gas moves along the wellbore to a depth of 

50% from the ground, there is no obvious expansion, and there is a significant volume 

expansion when moving to a depth of 10% from the ground; 2) The shallower well is 

expanded faster than the medium and deep well. And the more intense. Therefore, 

according to the law of expansion of the overflow gas along the wellbore, it is known 

that the conventional flowmeter method based on the volume expansion principle and 

the mud pool level method for detecting overflow cannot detect early. 

(2) Sulfur-containing gas intrusion 

Sulfur-containing natural gas resources are characterized by high risk of exploration 

and development and high risk. For example, the "12.23" extra large hydrogen sulfide 

blowout accident in Luojia No. 16 well killed 243 people and directly lost 90 million yuan. 

Therefore, early monitoring of sulfur-containing gas intrusion is of great significance 

for safe and economic drilling. 

Sun Baojiang et al., taking into account the characteristics of H2S gas reservoir 

exploration and development, taking into account the factor of H2S dissolution in water, 

establishes the control equation of the annulus multiphase flow during the overflow, 

and the wellbore with high H2S gas intrusion. The phase flow law was analyzed. 

Figures2-1 and 2-2 show the simulation results: 
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Figure 2-1 Variation of H2S solubility with well depth 

 

Figure2-2 Gas density of different H2S content varies with well depth 

Through analysis, it can be concluded that: 

the same amount of H2S in the bottom of the well, the higher the H2S content, the 

smaller the gas phase content in the process of gas migration along the wellbore, the 

larger the expansion ratio when reaching the vicinity of the wellhead, and the increase 

of the mud pool. The more obvious, therefore, the high-H2S gas intrusion should 

strengthen the early overflow detection; 

 2) In the case of high H2S gas intrusion, the higher the H2S content, the higher the 

H2S content, the bottom hole pressure mud pool increases. The smaller the amount, 

the more the severity of the overflow cannot be judged directly based on the increment 

of the mud pool or the value can be directly used for correlation calculation. 

 

1.2 Research on the mechanism of leakage 

“Hole leak” refers to a downhole complex in which drilling fluid leaks into the formation 

during oil and gas drilling operations. The visual performance of the lost circulation is 

the drop of the liquid level of the ground drilling fluid tank, or the return of the drilling 

fluid at the wellhead, or the return of the drilling fluid at the wellhead is less than the 

injection volume. Well leakage is extremely harmful to oil and gas exploration, 

development and drilling operations. 
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The reason for the occurrence of the lost circulation is two aspects: on the one hand, 

there is a natural leakage channel, and on the other hand, the human error is caused 

by improper operation. Natural loss includes leakage loss, natural fracture loss, and 

cavern leakage. 

1) Loss of permeability. When drilling a rock layer whose coarse particles are not 

cemented or poorly cemented, such as coarse ore, conglomerate, pebbly sandstone, 

etc., if the permeability of the formation is high to a certain extent, once the flow 

conditions are met, as long as the bottom hole pressure is greater than Loss of 

pressure, a leak will occur at this time. . 

2) Natural cracks - cavern leakage [1]. When drilling a rock formation containing 

natural leakage channels such as cracks and holes, if the bottom hole pressure is 

greater than the formation pore pressure, it will cause leakage, and the loss rate is fast, 

the leakage amount is large, and the leakage is often accompanied by stuck drilling, 

well collapse or even In the case of blowouts and other accidents, this type of loss is the 

most serious case of lost circulation. As shown in Figure 2-3 and Figure 2-4. 

The human error is caused by insufficient preparation of the previous design data or 

improper operation during the drilling construction process, as shown in Figure 2-5 and 

Figure 2-6. 

 

Figure 2-3 Permeability loss      Figure 2-4 Natural fracture loss 

 

Figure 2-5 Cavity leakage          Figure 2-6 Human error 

Leakage is one of the common downhole complications in drilling operations. Loss of 

the fluid may cause a large loss of drilling fluid; a large amount of plugging material is 

consumed; it may cause accidents such as well collapse, stuck drilling, buried drilling 
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and kicking. Leakage causes drilling difficulties and major economic losses, which can 

even lead to the remnancy of the wellbore if not handled properly. Leaking these 

characteristics makes the lost circulation one of the most serious and costly problems 

in drilling construction. Therefore, the real-time monitoring of the loss, timely detection 

and taking corresponding measures in the early stage of its occurrence, to avoid the 

occurrence of serious accidents such as collapse, is of great significance for safe 

economic drilling. 

 

2. Early flooding leakage monitoring method 

A lot of research work has been done on the monitoring of early overflow leakage at 

home and abroad, and various monitoring methods have been formed. It mainly 

includes wellhead pipeline liquid level monitoring method, drilling fluid flowmeter 

monitoring method, improved flow monitoring method, while drilling annulus pressure 

monitoring method, vertical pressure sleeve pressure monitoring method and sonic gas 

intrusion monitoring method [2]. This section will study the monitoring principle, 

system composition and technical route, and lay a theoretical foundation for the early 

overflow leakage monitoring method. 

 

2.1 Wellhead conduit level monitoring method 

(1) Monitoring principle 

Due to the large surface area of the mud pool, the muddy pool height change is very 

insignificant for the early micro-overflow generated in the well, while the wellhead 

conduit has a small cross-sectional area. As long as a small amount of fluid invades the 

wellbore, the wellhead conduit level will fluctuate greatly. , as shown in Table 2-1. The 

wellhead pipeline level monitoring method is to carry out liquid level dynamic 

monitoring at the wellhead conduit. 

Table 2-1 Relationship between rising height of three liquid levels and overflow 

Three liquid surface 

effective 

cross-sectional areas 

s (m2) 

Overflow Q (m3) 
Liquid level rise 

( )h m  

Mud pool level 80 1 0.0125 

Wellhead conduit 

level 
0.21 1 4.76 

Separator level 1.13 1 0.88 

(2) System composition 

The wellhead conduit level monitoring device is mainly composed of an L-shaped 

branch pipe and a sonar sounding device. The L-shaped branch pipe is led out from the 

duct, and the sonar sounding device is mounted on the branch pipe. Since the branch 
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pipe and the pipe are in communication, the liquid level of the branch pipe and the pipe 

are kept the same, that is, only the liquid level in the branch pipe needs to be measured 

to reflect the liquid level in the pipe. The sonar sounding device can be monitored in 

real time as the liquid level in the wellhead conduit changes. Figure 2-7 is a schematic 

diagram of wellhead conduit overflow monitoring 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.Drill string  2.Support rod  3.catheter  4.Flowmeter short circuit 

5.Drilling fluid  6.Annular blowout preventer  7.Gate blowout preventer 

8.Four links   9.Casing head 

Figure 2-7 Schematic diagram of wellhead conduit overflow monitoring 

(3) Technical route 

1) using normal drilling displacement, circulating through the wellhead conduit; 

2) Record the normal height data of the wellhead conduit level as the reference value 

for overflow leakage monitoring; 

3) According to the drilling well control safety requirements, set the overflow leakage 

monitoring alarm threshold; 

4) During the drilling process, when the wellhead pipe fluid level changes automatically 

exceeds the limit specified by the well control safety, the well control safety plan is 

processed. 

 

2.2  Drilling fluid flowmeter monitoring method 

(1) Monitoring principle 

The entry of natural gas overflow will inevitably increase the total volume of circulating 

fluid, resulting in an increase in the flow rate of the drilling fluid outlet. Real-time 

monitoring of the overflow can be achieved by real-time monitoring of changes in the 

outlet flow (eg mass flow, volume flow, cumulative flow) of the returning drilling fluid. 

Since most flow meters must be accurately metered under full pipe conditions, they are 

typically installed on the conduit bypass. 
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(2) System composition 

The drilling fluid flowmeter monitoring device is mainly composed of two parts: density 

flow sensor and industrial control microcomputer, as shown in Figure 2-8. The density 

flow sensor continuously measures two parameters of density and flow simultaneously 

on the line, and gives the density, mass and cumulative flow through the computer. 

Each parameter can manually set the upper and lower alarm thresholds. When the limit 

is exceeded, the sound and light alarms can be simultaneously performed, and each 

The parameters can be displayed and printed out in the required format. Through the 

supporting wireless data remote transmission system, each data can be transmitted to 

a receiver of several tens of kilometers in real time and displayed, which is convenient 

for on-site personnel use and superior management. When the device is used for the 

detection of overflow and loss, if two sets of density flow sensors can be used, each 

installed at the inlet and outlet of the mud, the detection will be more accurate. 

 

Figure 2-8 Density flow measuring device 

(3) Technical route 

The main methods used for flowmeter monitoring include mass-mass conservation, 

density and volumetric methods. 

1) Mass conservation method 

When the drilling operation is in a steady state, after the normal loss of mud in the 

wellbore and the influence of cuttings and sediments are properly treated, it can be 

considered that the total mass of mud entering and exiting the wellhead should be 

balanced when no overflow or lost circulation occurs. , in line with the law of 

conservation of mass. However, in the event of an overflow, the total amount of 

discharge will increase due to the intrusion of formation fluid. In the event of a lost 

circulation, the total amount of discharge must be reduced. Therefore, according to the 

difference between the cumulative mass of the discharge and the entering slurry in a 

period of time, it can be judged whether there is overflow or lost circulation, and 

according to the magnitude of the change rate of the difference, the serious measure 

of the overflow or the lost circulation can be further judged. It is the "quality 

conservation law" [4]. 

Let the difference between the cumulative mass of the discharge and the incoming 
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slurry in the fixed period of the kth period be ∆m(k). Under normal conditions, the 

upper limit of the fluctuation range of ∆m(k) is ∆mh, and the lower limit is -∆mh, then: 

When -∆mL<∆m(k)<∆mh, it works normally; 

When ∆m(k)≥∆mh, overflow occurs, and the larger ∆m(k)-∆m(k-1), the more serious 

the overflow phenomenon; 

When ∆m(k)≤-∆mL, a lost circulation occurs, and the smaller ∆m(k)-∆m(k-1), the 

more serious the lost circulation phenomenon. 

 

2.3  Drilling annulus pressure measurement method 

(1) Monitoring principle 

During the drilling process, the local layer fluid enters the wellbore, which will cause 

changes in the chemical, mechanical and physical properties of the annulus fluid near 

the bottom of the well. The drilling annulus pressure measurement technology 

monitors the bottomhole annulus pressure in real time, and Contrast with the hydraulic 

calculation model or the value of the normal bottom hole pressure trend line to achieve 

timely monitoring of early overflow leakage. In addition, the drilling and annulus 

pressure measurement technology can correct the drilling fluid rheological model in 

real time by measuring the internal and external pressure of the drill string, and 

establish a hydraulic model that accurately reflects the characteristics of the wellbore 

fluid flow; and accurately and effectively measure the formation pressure and improve 

the overflow monitoring. Precision. 

(2) System composition 

The bottom pressure measurement system consists of a downhole data acquisition and 

transmission unit, a ground data receiving unit, a ground data processing and 

restoration unit, and a data application end, as shown in Figure 2-14. 

 

Figure 2-14 Asynchronous ring pressure measurement system 

1) Downhole data acquisition and transmission unit. The downhole data acquisition 

and transmission unit is mainly composed of a bottomhole pressure detection port, a 
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sensor, a downhole data processing unit, and a communication port, as shown in 

Figure 2-14. The unit uses a downhole pressure sensor to measure the bottomhole 

annulus pressure, converts the measured signal through a data processor, and then 

transmits the signal to the ground as a mud pulse through the annulus by using the 

communication port; 

2) Ground data receiving unit. The unit is composed of a data receiving system and a 

modulation system to complete the reception of the pulse signal; 

3) The data processing and restoration unit is essentially a set of data processing 

software, which implements functions of filtering, decoding, and storing the received 

signal; 

4) The data application end transmits the restored bottom hole pressure real-time data 

to each application monitoring software for real-time display, image display and report 

printing. 

(3) Technical route 

Due to the complexity of the downhole conditions and the measurement environment, 

the monitoring results of the overflow will be disturbed. Therefore, the establishment 

of downhole pressure response characteristics during the kick, comprehensive 

identification, elimination of interference factors, and improved monitoring success 

rate are the key to early overflow leakage monitoring based on the pressure while 

drilling. The basis of studying the characteristics of the bottomhole annulus pressure 

response when monitoring the overflow leakage is the rheological model of the drilling 

fluid. In several common rheological models, the power law model can accurately 

reflect the actual drilling fluid flow characteristics. The bottom hole annulus pressure 

simulation shows that the parameters affecting the variation of bottom hole pressure 

include mechanical drilling speed, intrusion amount, displacement, etc. [5]. Through 

the actual measurement of the pressure value inside and outside the drill string, the 

influencing factors such as rheological model, displacement and mechanical drilling 

rate can be corrected in real time, so that the hydraulic model can accurately reflect the 

flow law characteristics of the wellbore fluid. The real-time measurement of the 

annulus pressure through the downhole pressure and the application of the hydraulic 

model can accurately monitor the annulus hydraulic condition and achieve timely and 

accurate monitoring of the overflow leakage. 

However, the bottom hole annulus pressure is the result of the combined action of the 

drilling fluid annulus flow pressure and the drilling fluid static pressure. 

 

2.4  Vertical pressure sleeve monitoring method 

(1) Monitoring principle 

At present, the vertical pressure sleeve pressure monitoring technology is mainly used 
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for pressure control drilling. As the overflow enters the annulus and expands, the 

drilling fluid in the annulus is replaced, causing the pressure of the annulus liquid 

column to decrease, resulting in a decrease in the vertical pressure and an increase in 

back pressure. Vertical pressure sleeve pressure monitoring technology is to timely and 

accurately monitor the early overflow by installing pressure sensors at the riser and 

casing outlets to monitor changes in vertical pressure and casing pressure in real time. 

Of course, different drilling construction parameters or complex conditions (underflow, 

drill string leakage, bridge plug) will affect the vertical pressure and casing pressure. 

(2) System composition 

The vertical pressure sleeve pressure monitoring system is mainly composed of a 

vertical pressure sleeve pressure sensor and a rotary blowout preventer. The vertical 

pressure sensor is installed at the riser, the sleeve pressure sensor is installed at the 

return pipe, and the data acquisition card sends the collected pressure data to the 

computer. For processing, the supporting overflow leakage monitoring and diagnosis 

software system performs real-time analysis and diagnosis on the processed data to 

determine whether overflow leakage occurs [6]. 

(3) Technical route 

1) According to the influence of different drilling complex conditions (such as overflow 

and loss) on the pressure of the vertical pressure sleeve, establish the corresponding 

relationship between the drilling complex situation and the pressure change trend; 

2) Since the pressure data collected by the vertical pressure sleeve pressure sensor is 

affected by the construction environment, the computer first performs data screening 

to eliminate the data with a large degree of distortion, and secondly, removes the noise 

through data processing to obtain a continuous smooth pressure curve; 

3) The supporting overflow leakage monitoring and diagnosis software system 

compares with each template according to the real-time pressure change trend to 

determine the type of accident. 

At present, the automatic overflow monitoring system developed abroad 

comprehensively considers factors such as pressure change, overflow volume and 

duration of pressure change, and achieves accurate monitoring of early overflow. 

However, when the automatic overflow monitoring system is used, it needs to be 

repeatedly debugged and corrected according to different construction parameters [7]. 

 

3. Early flood leakage monitoring method optimization 

Through the previous research on the early overflow leakage monitoring method, the 

above various methods have their own unique advantages, but there are also 

deficiencies. Therefore, this section divides them into two categories: ground 

monitoring and downhole monitoring according to the monitoring method. The 
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monitoring principle, monitoring accuracy, advantages and disadvantages of various 

methods are compared and analyzed, so that an early ground leakage monitoring and 

diagnosis method suitable for current domestic applications is preferred.The early 

overflow leakage monitoring methods are shown in Table 3-1. 

Table 3-1 Comparison of Early Overflow Leakage Monitoring Methods 

Monitoring 

method 

Monitoring 

method 
Fundamental 

Monitoring 

accuracy 

Calculate 

overflow 

Advantages and 

disadvantages 

ground 

Wellhead 

conduit 

(separator) 

Expansion 

principle 
Medium NO 

Easy installation, low cost, 

and timely monitoring; but 

can not calculate overflow 

Flowmeter 

monitoring 

Flow 

Principle of 

flow 

conservation 

Medium YES 

Easy to install, simple to 

operate, can monitor lost 

circulation and overflow at 

the same time; but can not 

stop measuring after closing 

the well 

Improved 

flow 

monitoring 

Flow 

(improved) 

conservation 

principle 

Higher YES 

The technology is relatively 

new, the accuracy is higher 

than that of the flowmeter, 

and it is highly targeted, and 

it is suitable for drilling and 

picking up single working 

conditions; but it is not as 

good as the monitoring 

method in the underground. 

Vertical 

pressure 

sleeve 

monitoring 

U-tube 

pressure 

balance 

principle 

High YES 

The monitoring is timely and 

can cope with a variety of 

downhole complex 

conditions; however, the 

vertical pressure sleeve 

pressure is greatly affected 

by the working conditions, 

and the system needs 

repeated debugging and 

correction. 

Downhole 
LWD 

pressure 

Measurement 

while drilling 
High YES 

Intuitive and timely 

monitoring; but at a higher 
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monitoring technology cost and only for pumping 

conditions 

Sonic gas 

intrusion 

monitoring 

Gas-liquid 

two-phase 

flow theory, 

sound wave 

propagation 

theory 

Higher YES 

Monitoring timely, can 

calculate overflow; but 

acoustic signals are 

susceptible to interference, 

complex processing, and 

there are problems such as 

judgment distortion 

 

Table 3-2 Selection of Early Overflow Leakage Monitoring Methods 

Drilling 

method 
Overflow leakage characteristics Recommended method 

Horizontal 

well 

In the horizontal section, the expansion of the 

overflow is small, the volume of the drilling fluid pool 

is not obvious; the contact area between the 

wellbore and the production layer is large, and the 

overflow is much larger than that of the vertical 

well; the return velocity of the annulus near the 

bottom of the well is small, and the return velocity of 

the upper annulus is small. 

Drilling annulus pressure 

measurement 

technology . Flow 

monitoring technology 

Deep well 

super deep 

well 

A small amount of overflow from the bottom of the 

well is transported to the wellhead and will expand 

into a large amount of gas. At the bottom of the 

wellbore, the annular cross-sectional area is small, 

and the overflow two-phase section is relatively 

long; the drilling fluid has a narrow safety density 

window, which easily causes a underground 

blowout. 

Improved flow 

monitoring technology 

Wellhead conduit level 

monitoring technology 

Acoustic monitoring 

technology 

Vertical pressure sleeve 

monitoring technology 

Deep water 

drilling 

In addition to the above difficulties in overflow 

monitoring, the floating drilling unit is still in the 

dynamic motion of pitch and roll. 

Vertical pressure sleeve 

monitoring technology 

Acoustic monitoring 

technology 

Small 

borehole 

drilling 

The pressure loss mainly occurs in the annulus. 

When the overflow occurs, the vertical pressure 

changes obviously. The annular space is small. 

Under the same overflow flow, the length of the 

overflow two-phase section is large; the shut-in 

casing pressure is high, the return speed is fast, and 

the allowable reaction Very short time 

Improved flow 

monitoring technology 

Drilling annulus pressure 

measurement 

technology 
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4. Conclusion 

This paper first introduces the status of overflow leakage in drilling operations to 

highlight the seriousness of overflow accidents, and then studies the characteristics 

and mechanism of overflow leakage, and then evaluates various monitoring methods 

for overflow leakage. Finally, this paper prefers the vertical pressure sleeve monitoring 

technology as an early overflow leakage monitoring method. Mainly based on the 

following points: 

1. Monitoring in time can achieve early overflow leakage monitoring. The pressure of 

the vertical pressure sleeve is used to avoid the hysteresis of the flow monitoring 

method based on the principle of mud expansion. 

2. The monitoring accuracy is high and the accuracy is good. It can cope with a variety 

of downhole complex situations and eliminate the interference of monitoring the 

complex conditions under the well. 

3. Using the measurement information of the existing ground measuring equipment, 

the monitoring cost is low, which is conducive to large-scale promotion and application 

on the spot. The use of the vertical pressure sleeve pressure data collected by the 

on-site drilling ginseng instrument overcomes the current situation of the lack of 

mature pressure measurement technology equipment under the well and the high 

cost. 

Therefore, this paper selects the vertical pressure sleeve pressure monitoring 

technology as the early overflow leakage ground monitoring and diagnosis method, 

and provides a theoretical basis for the design of the early overflow leakage monitoring 

and diagnosis system. 
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